Summary cepted that highly recurrent aberrations signify changes that are important for tumor development, the causal Tumorigenesis is a multistep process characterized by perturbations underlying tumor genesis are often cona myriad of genetic and epigenetic alterations. Identifounded by the extensive size of alterations and the fying the causal perturbations that confer malignant large number that are incidental to the tumor phenotransformation is a central goal in cancer biology. Here types. As such, new strategies to delineate genes with we report an RNAi-based genetic screen for genes functional relevance to tumor initiation and developthat suppress transformation of human mammary epment are essential to understanding these processes. ithelial cells. We identified genes previously impliOne approach to this problem involves the use of in cated in proliferative control and epithelial cell funcvitro models of human cell transformation. In such tion including two established tumor suppressors, models, primary cells are transformed into tumorigenic TGFBR2 and PTEN. In addition, we uncovered a prederivatives by the coexpression of cooperating onco- This library consists of 28,000 sequence-verified shRNAs signaling. In addition, we provide evidence that one of targeting w9,000 genes, with each shRNA linked to a these candidates, the transcriptional repressor REST/ unique 60 nucleotide sequence (DNA "barcode"). NRSF, plays a previously unappreciated role in tumor These molecular barcodes can be used to monitor relasuppression. These findings support the utility of this tive frequencies of individual shRNAs in complex popnovel approach to the identification of cancer relevant ulations via microarray technology (Hensel et al., 1995) . genes.
TLM-HMECs infected with a control retrovirus or pSM1 library were assessed for anchorage-independent proResults liferation ( Figure 1C ) ductants (including 70 colonies used for the barcode We sought to identify short-hairpin RNAs (shRNAs) that microarray hybridization). Sequencing of the proviral cooperate within the context of such a model. As >80% shRNAs from these colonies identified 25 unique of cancers arise from epithelial tissues, we chose to shRNAs. Importantly, these approaches yielded similar examine cells derived from human mammary epithelial results, with 18 of the 25 genes revealed by sequencing cells (HMECs) to increase the probability of finding of individual clones also identified by barcode microargenes with relevance to epithelial cancers. The cells ray analysis (see Table S1 in the Supplemental Data utilized for this screen (referred to as TLM-HMECs) available with this article online). This is the first appliwere created by sequentially introducing the human telcation of the barcode approach in a mammalian screen, omerase catalytic subunit (hTERT) and the large T-antiand the high correspondence of identities with the segen (LT) of SV40 into HMECs (Zhao et al., 2003 Figure 1A) . Importantly, reduced PTEN exgenes (demarcated in Table 1 ). Therefore, we focused pression conferred robust anchorage-independent proour subsequent investigations on the gene targets of these frequently isolated and potentially more peneliferation to a level similar to an activated mutant of tumor suppressor was present within one of these focal genomic hybridization (aCGH) has evolved into a highthroughput method for cataloging such copy number deletions ( Figure 3A) . Remarkably, without a priori knowledge of the candiaberrations (CNAs) with high resolution. To this end, aCGH has been successfully utilized to characterize date genes listed in Table 1 Tumor cells harboring this frameshift mutation also trol, PTEN-, or REST-shRNAs were transduced with a control or ⌬p85-encoding retrovirus. Expression of ⌬p85 encoded and expressed a wild-type REST allele (data not shown). Unfortunately, the primary tumor from which ( Figure 5D , top panel) did not alter growth of cells on an adhesive cell culture surface (data not shown). Conthese cells were derived is not available, preventing analysis to determine whether the frameshift mutation sistent with the role of PTEN as an antagonist of PI(3)K signaling, ⌬p85 abrogated anchorage-independent occurred in vivo. However, we hypothesized if expression of REST-FS was important to the genesis of this growth of PTEN-shRNA cells ( Figure 5D, bottom panel) . Similarly, REST-shRNA-induced transformation was incancer, the mutant allele should exhibit dominantnegative activity. REST-FS lacks the C-terminal represhibited in the presence of ⌬p85 ( Figure 5D , middle and bottom panels), indicating that PI(3)K signaling is resor domain that interacts with CoREST, a corepressor molecule that mediates transcriptional repression and quired for transformation conferred by loss of REST.
Coupled with the aberrant activation of PI(3)K-depensilencing by REST (Andres et al., 1999). To determine if REST-FS displays properties of a dominant-negative
dent signals in response to reduced REST expression, these results suggest that inhibition of PI(3)K signaling protein, we transduced the HMEC derivative (TLM cells) used in our initial screen with wild-type or mutant REST might be a mechanism through which REST suppresses transformation and tumorigenesis. and assessed anchorage-independent proliferation. Cells expressing REST-FS but not wild-type REST exhibited robust colony formation ( Figure 4E, bottom panel) . The Discussion ability of REST-FS to phenocopy the transforming activity of REST shRNAs strongly suggests that this mutant
Suppressors of Epithelial Cell Transformation interferes with the functions of endogenous REST that
In this study, we applied an shRNA-based genetic aprestrain epithelial cell transformation. Taken 957.
